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Abstract
The effective field theory of cosmological perturbations stems from considering a cosmolog-
ical background solution as a state displaying spontaneous breaking of time translations and
(adiabatic) perturbations as the related Nambu-Goldstone modes. With this insight, one can sys-
tematically develop a theory for the cosmological perturbations during inflation and, with minor
modifications, also describe in full generality the gravitational interactions of dark energy, which
are relevant for late-time cosmology. The formalism displays a unique set of Lagrangian operators
containing an increasing number of cosmological perturbations and derivatives. We give an intro-
ductory description of the unitary gauge formalism for theories with broken gauge symmetry—that
allows to write down the most general Lagrangian—and of the Stu¨ckelberg “trick”—that allows
to recover gauge invariance and to make the scalar field explicit. We show how to apply this
formalism to gravity and cosmology and we reproduce the detailed analysis of the action in the
ADM variables. We also review some basic applications to inflation and dark energy.
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1 Introduction
Cosmological observations strongly indicate that our Universe has undergone two epochs of accel-
erating expansion, a primordial one—inflation—and a more recent one that is still ongoing—“dark
energy”. Exploring new models and mechanisms for these two phenomena has been, during the
past decade or two, the aim of a frenetic theoretical activity. Even though characterized by very
different energy scales, inflation and dark energy share obvious similarities. A universal feature of
the proposed models is the presence of (at least) one scalar degree of freedom. In the case of inflation
such a presence seems in principle inevitable, because of the need of a dynamical mechanism to exit
the accelerated regime and start the standard big-bang phase of decelerated expansion. For what
concerns the present acceleration, while a cosmological constant is still a very bright candidate, it
is worth stressing that every concrete alternative to it does involve, in a way or another, a new
dynamical scalar degree of freedom.
Models of early and late cosmic acceleration can now explain all present observations by adjusting
a limited number of parameters. Despite such a remarkable success, a deeper understanding of the
origin of these phenomena is still lacking. The scalar field φ(x) that those models invoke has no other
reason to exist than the one it has been specifically designed for (producing an acceleration), and
it rarely shows links with other aspects of the physical realm that are better known or understood.
While hoping for theoretical breakthroughs and in anticipation for the wealth of precious data that
the upcoming cosmological probes [1–3] will provide, it is worth arming ourselves with a formalism
that does not rely on the details of any specific model nor on their supposedly fundamental fields,
and that can deal directly with observable quantities.
To this purpose, the general paradigm of effective field theory (EFT) looks the right tool to use.
First, EFT allows to deal directly and efficiently with the degrees of freedom of a physical system that
are relevant at the energy scales of a given experiment. Crucially, such degrees of freedom are not
necessarily the “fundamental” fields of the theory. A celebrated example is QCD, a theory of quarks
and gluons that at low energy displays only nucleons and pions: those are the degrees of freedom
appearing explicitly in the the non-linear sigma model effective Lagrangian [4]. Moreover, in the EFT
paradigm all possible theories compatible with some given symmetry are systematically classified.
This makes their effects at low energy transparent and, at the same time, efficiently parameterizes
our ignorance about new physics.
In this paper we review a powerful EFT formalism that, as a by-product, directly addresses the
above mentioned omni-presence of scalar fields in models of cosmic acceleration. Three of its main
features/advantages are the following.
1. Cosmological Perturbations as the relevant d.o.f. : In cosmology, the relevant low-
energy degrees of freedom are arguably the cosmological perturbations around the homo-
geneous Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) background. Among other aspects, cos-
mological perturbations are responsible for the anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) and for the large scale structures (LSS) that they have later evolved
into. According to the standard paradigm, the origin of such fluctuations is seeded in
primordial inflation, while their recent evolution is sensitive to the background behavior
and possible dynamical features of dark energy.
Now that we have identified the relevant degrees of freedom that we want to treat, it remains
to understand how to do that. Naively, it would look impossible to write a Lagrangian for the
perturbations (e.g. δφ(x)) without having solved the background equations first (e.g. for φ0(t)).
Indeed, the task can be naturally addressed if we choose the scalar itself as the time coordinate.
This is the so-called “unitary gauge”. In this case the scalar field dynamics gets “eaten” by the
metric and the problem reduces to that of writing the most general Lagrangian for the metric field
alone that is compatible with the residual unbroken three-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance. In
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Sec. 2 we introduce the unitary gauge in a completely intrinsic way, i.e., without mentioning a scalar
field to begin with. The “top-down” approach—i.e. starting with a covariant theory, fixing the time
coordinate and go to unitary gauge—is discussed in Sec. 4.
What makes cosmological perturbations attractive for an effective treatment is also that they are
created small and they remain small on the largest cosmological scales.
2. Expansion in number of perturbations : An expansion of the Lagrangian in number
of perturbations—rather than in number of supposedly “fundamental” fields— is par-
ticularly useful. The lowest order statistics of CMB anisotropies (two- and three-point
functions) can be traced back to a limited number of effective inflationary operators—the
effect of the higher-order operators being suppressed by powers of the power-spectrum.
As for structure formation, there is an entire range of wavelengths, from the Hubble
length ∼ 103 Mpc down to within the non-linear scales of the matter density contrast
δρm/ρm, ∼ 10 Mpc, where the perturbations in the scalar-metric sector are small. Bar-
ring subtle “screening” effects, those regimes are well described by linear equations and
therefore by the quadratic operators in the dark energy Lagrangian expanded in number
of perturbations. Higher order operators start becoming important as we move deeper
inside non-linear scales.
Finally, for both inflation and dark energy, operators with a different number of derivatives are
also effective at different scales.
3. Expansion in number of derivatives : A further hierarchy of scales is given by the
number of derivatives contained in each operator, higher derivatives being effective at
shorter wavelengths.
The latter point should be taken with due care. By “number of derivatives” here we intend the
one present in the Lagrangian of the true propagating degree of freedom, obtained after solving the
Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. As we show in detail in Sec. 5, this is not necessarily the
number of derivatives naively appearing in the unitary gauge operators.
The “EFT of cosmological perturbations” features a Lagrangian that has all the good qualities
above stated. This formalism made its first appearance in Ref. [5], where it was used to study the
coupling of the ghost condensate to gravity. It was applied to inflation in Ref. [6, 7] and then more
systematically developed by Cheung et al. in Ref. [8]. Other applications of this formalism to inflation
are contained in Refs. [9–22]1 The extension of this approach to late-time acceleration was developed
in [29] for a minimally coupled field and in [30–33] for more general couplings.
Here is the basic structure of the action:
S = Sm[gµν ,Ψi] +
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2∗
2
f(t)R− Λ(t)− c(t)g00
+
M42 (t)
2
(δg00)2 − m
3
3(t)
2
δKδg00 − m24(t)
(
δK2 − δKµν δKνµ
)
+
m˜24(t)
2
(3)Rδg00 ,
− m¯24(t) δK2 +
m¯5(t)
2
(3)RδK +
λ¯(t)
2
(3)R2 + . . .
+
M43 (t)
3!
(δg00)3 − m¯
3
2(t)
2
(δg00)2δK + . . .
]
,
(1)
1A different approach where EFT is successfully applied within the context of cosmological perturbation theory is
the so called effective field theory of the large scale structures. It applies to the growth of structures in the Newtonian
regime that can be studied by the use of standard (Euclidean) perturbation theory and consists in integrating out the
short-scale modes and incorporating their effect on the large-scale dynamics [24–27]. See also [28].
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where M∗ is the “bare” Planck mass, δg
00 ≡ g00 + 1, δKµν is the perturbation of the extrinsic
curvature of the t = const. hypersurfaces, δK its trace and (3)R its three-dimensional Ricci scalar.
We assume throughout a spatially flat FRW universe for the background metric so that (3)R is null at
zeroth order. The use of three-dimensional quantities in the second line and below allows a separation
between higher derivatives in space and time respectively. In particular, the fact that we have not
considered derivatives of such quantities in the action automatically prevents the appearance of
higher (more than two) time derivatives in the equations of motion.2 We have not written explicitly
operators containing derivatives of these objects.3
A more technical explanation of the meaning and use of such operators is the subject of the
following sections. Here we give a qualitative description of each line and highlight the aspects
formerly advocated for an efficient treatment of inflation and dark energy.
• The first line contains the only terms that contribute to the background evolution. In the case
of inflation, the matter action Sm is absent and the function f(t) can be set to one by a conformal
transformation. On the opposite, in the presence of matter there is a “preferred” physical [42] frame
in the approximation—assumed throughout in this paper—that the weak equivalence principle is
satisfied4 and all matter fields are minimally coupled to a “universal” metric gµν . The fact that
only three operators, f(t)R, c(t)g00 and Λ(t), contribute to the background evolution is a non trivial
consequence of the high number of symmetries of the FRW solution [8,30]. Explicitly, the background
equations derived from action (1) read [30]
c =
1
2
(−f¨ +Hf˙)M2∗ +
1
2
(ρD + pD) , (2)
Λ =
1
2
(f¨ + 5Hf˙)M2∗ +
1
2
(ρD − pD) , (3)
where H(t) = a˙(t)/a(t) is the Hubble constant and we have defined ρD and pD through the equations
H2 =
1
3fM2∗
(ρm + ρD) , (4)
H˙ = − 1
2fM2∗
(ρm + ρD + pm + pD) . (5)
In the above, ρm and pm are the density and pressure of matter fields. Since we are working in the
Jordan frame, those behaves as usual (e.g. ρm ∝ a−3(t) for non-relativistic matter). Note that in the
case of a minimally coupled field f = 1. Moreover, as mentioned, for inflation ρm = pm = 0 and all
the above relations considerably simplify.
• From the second line start the terms in the Lagrangian that do not contribute to the background
evolution but only to the perturbations. In particular, the second line contains terms that are
quadratic in the number of perturbations and give linear perturbation equations with the lowest
number of derivatives (two) for the propagating degree of freedom [32]. The most general scalar-tensor
theory with at most two derivatives in the equations of motion—also known as Horndeski theory
[45,46], or generalized Galileons [47–49]—expanded to second order in perturbations is contained in
the second line with the further constraint m4 = m˜4 [32, 33]. Being able to reproduce the linear
2Because of Ostrogradski theorem [34], higher time derivatives are usually associated to the propagation of more
than one DOF and ghost-like instabilities. However, from an effective field theory point of view the presence of higher
time derivatives is not necessarily a problem, until one specifies the scale at which the ghost shows up, i.e. its mass [35].
If the latter is much higher than the cut-off scale, higher time derivatives can be treated perturbatively, i.e. evaluating
them using the lower order equations of motion [36].
3An example of an operator containing derivatives of g00 is hµν∂µg
00∂νg
00 where hµν is the induced metric on the
t = const. hypersurface. This operator [30] will not be discussed here but it is of relevance for Lorentz violating models
of dark energy and inflation such as [37–41].
4The choice of a universally coupled metric is stable under radiative corrections in the matter sector [42–44], meaning
that WEP violations are generally expected to be delivered by Planck suppressed operators.
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dynamics of such complicate Lagrangians with only six operators is another non trivial result and a
great advantage of this approach.
• The third line displays also some quadratic operators (same number of perturbations as the
second line) but with higher spatial derivatives. They modify the dispersion relation of the propa-
gating degree of freedom with terms that become important at high energy—typically, k2 corrections
to the linear relation w = cs|~k|.
• Finally, the fourth line is a sample of possible cubic operators i.e. higher order in the number
of perturbations.
2 Unitary gauge
In the next subsection we review very concisely the spontaneous symmetry breaking of global and
local symmetries in the case of gauge theories. While referring to [4, 50] for exhaustive and more
comprehensible treatments of these subjects, here we just go through the basic logical skeleton of
ideas. In due course, we highlight with Latin numbers the five main points that will be useful later
on for applications to cosmology (Sec. 2.2).
2.1 Generalities
Anytime we search for stable, universal and model-independent statements in physics, symmetry is
a good direction to look to. In particular, the Nambu-Goldstone phenomenon associated with the
spontaneous breaking of a continuous global symmetry allows to grasp the low energy spectrum and
dynamics of a theory in a completely general way, i.e. without knowing the details at higher energy
of the theory itself.
Consider a multiplet of N fields Φi(x) whose theory (i.e. the action) is invariant under “rotations”
in some matrix group G,
Φi(x) → γijΦj(x) , γij ∈ G . (6)
If the fields acquire vacuum expectation values 〈Φi〉0 6= 0—which we assume constant in space and
time—they will in general “spontaneously break” the symmetry G, in the sense that there will be
some elements γij of the group G such that γij〈Φj〉0 6= 0. Quite intuitively, field configurations that
differ from the vacuum by a symmetry transformation will be distinct “equivalent vacua”, all at
the same energy. In order to explore such configurations we can act on 〈Φi〉0 with a generic group
element that breaks the symmetry. Such a group element can be written as an exponential of a
combination of the broken generators τa of the symmetry group, γij ∼ (eiπaτa)ij. We now promote
the parameters at the exponent to fields, πa → πa(x),
γ(x) = eiπa(x)τa . (7)
Note that the πa parameterize a subset of all possible field configurations and that they must cor-
respond to massless excitations, because in the limit of zero gradients they just interpolate between
different but energetically equivalent vacua. As opposed to the original fields Φi that transform lin-
early (6) under the entire symmetry group G, the Goldstones πa transform linearly only under the
unbroken subgroup of G that leaves the vacuum invariant, and are in general non-linear realizations
of G itself [51]. Once the field space Φi is parameterized in terms of the Goldstone fields πa, other
(“radial”) directions will generally be heavy and thus decouple from the low-energy theory. There
is also the possibility of other “accidentally” flat directions in field space. The corresponding fields
(“moduli”), however, are not protected by any symmetry and will generally acquire a mass by the
effect of quantum corrections. We conclude that the entire low-energy dynamics is encoded in the
Goldstone fields πa(x). Up to a limited number of free coefficients, such a dynamics is entirely fixed
by the symmetry breaking pattern.
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In order to promote a global symmetry to a local (or gauge) symmetry, we need to introduce
covariant derivatives, ∂µ → ∇µ = ∂µ + igAµ. We impose that the gauge fields Aµ, that can be seen
as matrices acting on the original multiplet Φi, transform in such a way to counterbalance the effect
that such spacetime dependent transformations have on the derivative terms:
Aµ(x)→ γ(x)
(
Aµ(x)− i
g
∂µ
)
γ(x)† . (8)
It is known that such a prescription produces couplings of the type ∼ g2(Φ∗iΦi)AµAµ. When the
symmetry is broken, these are effectively mass terms for the gauge fields.
As in the case of global symmetries, we can still parameterize the Φi sector with the Goldstones
πa plus other heavy “radial” fields. Remarkably, the gauge fields Aµ(x) and the Goldstones πa(x) are
redundant, in the sense that different configurations of Aµ and πa related by a gauge transformation
correspond to the same physical situation. Among the possible gauge fixing conditions to get rid of
such a redundancy,
(I) the unitary gauge is defined by simply setting all Goldstone fields to zero.
In the well-known example of the electro-weak theory the gauge group is SU(2)×U(1) spontaneously
broken to a diagonal U(1). In this case, the complex Higgs doublet is reduced, by the unitary gauge
prescription, to a single real “radial” component:
Φj(x) =
(
Φ1(x)
Φ2(x)
)
→
(
v + h(x)
0
)
. (9)
In other words, the unitary gauge prescription picks up, among all equivalent configurations, the
particular representative of the Φi sector that does not contain any fluctuation along the symmetry
direction. In Weinberg’s words [4], this choice “makes manifest the menu of physical particles in the
theory”: all the fields have a straightforward particle interpretation, they directly represent physical
states with well-defined (positive) probabilities, from which the name “unitarity” or “unitary”. Also
interactions are particularly transparent in the unitary gauge, most physical processes appearing
already at tree-level as interaction terms in the Lagrangian.
Quite intuitively, since a precise gauge choice has been made,
(II) a Lagrangian written in unitary gauge is no longer invariant under the broken
symmetries, while it is still invariant under the unbroken symmetries.
The above can serve as a guidance to parameterize our ignorance about higher energy physics. With
the massive vectors Aaµ and the various matter fields (leptons and quarks) we can assemble effective
Lagrangians to parameterize the physics beyond the standard model. Such a Lagrangian can be
organized in a series of terms of increasing inverse powers of a “high energy” scale Λ, typically that
of new massive degrees of freedom, or of new physics. Low energy observables (amplitudes, decay
rates etc.) can then be systematically calculated as a power series in E/Λ, E being the energy
relevant for the process in question.
For other uses—such as understanding the behavior of the theory at high energy—other gauge
choices are more convenient.
(III) Starting from a Lagrangian written in unitary gauge, gauge invariance can be
restored by the “Stu¨ckelberg mechanism”, i.e., by forcing on the fields a gauge transfor-
mation that reintroduces the Goldstones.
In a way, this is like “undoing” the gauge fixing (9). The Goldstones fields πa will reappear by
forcing on the vector bosons Aµ the transformation (8) with γ defined in (7). For example, consider
a Lagrangian for massive vector bosons in unitary gauge,
L = −1
4
TrFµνF
µν − 1
2
m2TrAµA
µ , (10)
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By applying (8) and expanding at quadratic order in the Goldstones π, we obtain
L = −1
4
TrFµνF
µν − 1
2
(∂µπc)
2 − 1
2
m2TrAµA
µ + im∂µπcA
µ , (11)
where we have defined the canonically normalized Goldstone fields πc ≡ (m/g)π. By introducing
redundant degrees of freedom, one can just make gauge invariant a theory of massive vector fields
Aµ.
Having emphasized that the gauge redundancy is not really a symmetry, one might then wonder
what it really means, after all, to spontaneously break it. The issue is subtle and beyond the scope
of the present review. Naively, one can always keep as a reference the “global part” of the symmetry
and say that
(IV) the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken if its “global part” is.
In the above example, having a vacuum expectation value in the Φ sector different from zero, 〈Φi〉0 6=
0, is a gauge invariant statement. Whatever field configuration we choose to represent it, such
configuration will break, at least formally, the global SU(2)×U(1). More pragmatically, one can also
look at the action in the unitary gauge and say that
(V) the gauge symmetry is “spontaneously broken” if, by applying the Stu¨ckelberg “trick” (8)
to the action written in unitary gauge, interacting Goldstone particles πa are produced.
Finally, note that in the limit m → 0 and g → 0 keeping m/g constant, the Goldstone bosons
decouple from the gauge fields Aµ. In other words, at high energies E ≫ m it is convenient to use π
to describe the scattering of massive vector fields. In writing (10) as (11) we have neglected cubic and
higher-order terms in πc suppressed by m
2/g2, suggesting that the Goldstone boson self-interactions
become strongly coupled at energies E ≫ 4πm/g. The decoupling limit is thus well-defined in the
regime m≪ E ≪ 4πm/g.
2.2 Cosmology as Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
General Relativity is a gauge theory because of its invariance under coordinate changes, xµ → x′µ =
x′µ(xν)—the metric field gµν playing the role of the gauge fields sector. In a cosmological context it
is useful, in particular, to look at time reparameterizations, t→ t′ = t′(xν). How can we say whether
such a symmetry is spontaneously broken? According to point (IV) above, we should start by looking
at its global version. A global symmetry of Minkowski space is time translations. More generally, any
timelike killing vector defines a global symmetry. Therefore, in the sense above specified, we can say
that time-translations are broken by any solution—any spacetime—that does not have a time-like
killing vector field. Since we are interested in the local dynamics, it is not too important whether
this time-like killing vector is defined globally or not. For instance, de Sitter space is obviously not
a static solution. However, among its many killing vectors, we can choose one that is time-like in a
finite patch. In the usual “cosmological” coordinates
ds2 = −dt2 + e2Htd~x2 (12)
consider the dilation isometry
t → t+∆t , ~x → e−H∆t ~x . (13)
The corresponding killing vector is time-like in an entire finite patch around the origin of the coordi-
nates, until we hit the horizon, |~x|eHt < H−1. Therefore, for all practical purposes, de Sitter space
is a state of gravity with unbroken time translations.
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The example of de Sitter is relevant because it represents the limiting case of most inflationary
models. Crucially, the expansion during inflation is quasi-de Sitter but not quite so, because of the
empirical evidence of a red tilt in the primordial power spectrum [52] and because we need to exit the
accelerating phase at some point, and it is quite natural to think this transition to happen smoothly.
Since inflation is not completely de Sitter, we deduce that it must be accompanied with a Goldstone
excitation. This is because we have argued above in point (V) that any spontaneous breaking
of time translations—or of any gauge symmetry for that matter—is associated with a Goldstone
excitation π(x) upon application of the Stu¨ckelberg trick. This field must transform linearly under
the unbroken space translations and rotations, which simply means, in this case, that it must be a
three-dimensional scalar. It is not difficult to show (e.g. Ref. [53], Sec. 3.3) that π(x) can always be
“completed” into a proper four dimensional scalar field. Therefore, rather than postulating a scalar
field ab initio, the EFT of cosmological perturbations shows that the presence of a scalar is just the
inevitable consequence of broken time translations. This is a powerful point of view to address one’s
possible unease about postulated “fundamental” scalars in inflationary theories.
To build the EFT of cosmological perturbations we start working in unitary gauge. The Goldstone
field is absent by the definition (I) and, in the case of inflation, matter fields are not there either.
We deduce that the minimal model of inflation is described in unitary gauge by an action for the
metric field alone. By point (II), the unitary gauge action must be invariant under the unbroken
symmetries of the problem. As we have argued, a FRW background that is neither Minkowski nor
de Sitter only breaks time translations and boosts, but leaves spatial diffeomorphisms unbroken.
The EFT of cosmological perturbations can thus contain [8]
1. four-dimensional diff-invariant scalars (e.g. any curvature invariant such as the Ricci curvature
R) in general multiplied by functions of the time t.
2. four-dimensional covariant tensors with free upper 0 indices such as g00, R00 etc. All spatial
indices must be contracted.
3. three-dimensional objects belonging to the t = constant surface, such as the extrinsic curvature
Kij and its trace K, the three dimensional curvatures (3)R, (3)Rij etc.
The last two points deserve a bit more of explanation. By breaking the invariance under time-
reparametrization we are allowed to write functions of the metric gµν that contain information about
the specific choice of the chosen time coordinate. We can thus contract covariant tensors with the
unitary vector orthogonal to the t = const. surfaces,
nµ = −
δ0µ√
−g00
, (14)
thereby producing free upper 0 indices. But we can also use geometric quantities describing such a
surface. By defining the induced metric hµν = gµν + nµnν , we can use the extrinsic curvature
Kµν ≡ h σµ ∇σnν , (15)
as well as the three-dimensional Ricci tensor (3)Rµν [hρσ].
2.2.1 Inflation
Before starting to write an action with all possible combinations of the above ingredients, it is worth
trying to address, at the same time, another important point. Now that we are left with the metric
field as the only dynamical variable, it is straightforward to write such an action also already expanded
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in number of perturbations, which is one of the main desiderata expressed in the introduction. At
zeroth order in perturbations, the metric is just that of a spatially flat FRW solution,
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t) d~x 2 , (16)
and some of the basic ingredients listed above read (in order of appearance)
R(0) = 12H
2 + 6H˙, g00(0) = −1, Kij(0) = Hδij , K(0) = 3H, etc. (17)
We can thus start writing a completely general EFT action for inflation, naively of the form
S =
∫
dt d3x
√
h
[
Λ0(t) + c1(t)(g
00 + 1) + c2(t)(K − 3H(t)) + c3(t)(R −R(0)(t)) + . . .
]
, (18)
where
√
h is the three-dimensional volume element that takes care of the invariance under 3-d diffeo-
morfisms, Λ0 is the zeroth order term in the perturbations, and the other terms start at first order
in the perturbations.
However, in practice, it is very convenient to rearrange the terms above in a slightly different
way. First, it is convenient to use directly the 4-d volume element
√−g = √h/
√
−g00 instead of√
h. This is useful whenever we need to integrate by parts 4-d covariant derivatives or just derive
Einstein equations by variations of the action with respect to gµν . Moreover, d
4x
√−g is the invariant
volume element and, as we will see, is left unaffected by the Stu¨ckelberg trick. Related to this last
point, it is also useful to have the combination
√−gR sticking out, and merging R(0)(t) together with
the zeroth order piece. Moreover, in the absence of matter fields, it is always possible to absorb the
time dependent coefficient c3(t) by redefining an Einstein metric through a conformal transformation.
Finally, by using (15), the term linear in the extrinsic curvature K can be integrated by parts giving
a function of g00,∫
d4x
√−gF(t)K = −
∫
d4x
√−g nµ∇µF(t) = −
∫
d4x
√−g
√
−g00F˙(t) . (19)
We are thus lead to the following action
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2Pl
2
R− Λ(t)− c(t)g00
]
+ S(2) . (20)
In the above, S(2) is made by terms that start already at quadratic order in the number of per-
turbations. The fact that only three operators (and only two tunable functions of the time, c and
Λ) determine the background evolution is a non-trivial consequence of the symmetries of FRW. A
rigorous derivation of such a result is contained in Appendices A and B of Ref. [8].
2.2.2 Dark Energy
As already stressed, one of the insights of the EFT of inflation is the inevitability of a propagating
scalar degree of freedom on a general FRW background that is not de Sitter or Minkowski—for
which time translations are unbroken. Indeed, such inevitable scalar fluctuations are nothing else
than the adiabatic perturbations, as will be clearer from the discussion of the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism
in Sec. 3. When extending this formalism to late time cosmology, one has to decide how to involve
matter fields (baryons, dark matter, radiation etc.) in the game. In fact, it is convenient to apply
this formalism (and thus to write the most general Lagrangian for the metric gµν in unitary gauge
etc.) to the dark energy-gravitational sector only of the theory. For the matter sector we will assume
that the weak equivalence principle (WEP) is valid, so that matter fields ψm couple to the metric
gµν universally and through a covariant action Sm[gµν , ψm]. In other words, we assume the existence
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of a “Jordan metric” gµν and we will work with that. It would be more complicated but technically
straightforward to consider different matter sectors coupled to different metrics.
This marks the main difference with the case of inflation: if we want to stick with the Jordan
frame metric that minimally couples to matter we now need to allow a general free function of time
f(t) in front of the Ricci scalar in equation (20),
S = Sm[gµν ,Ψi] +
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2∗
2
f(t)R− Λ(t)− c(t)g00
]
+ S
(2)
DE . (21)
2.3 Higher Order terms
The part of the action that contributes at quadratic and higher order in (20) and (21) can be read off
from the second, third and fourth line of (1). It contains terms such as δg00 = g00 + 1, quantities of
first order in the perturbations. In this respect, it is useful to define the perturbation of the extrinsic
curvature as
δKµν = Kµν −Hhµν , (22)
where hµν = gµν + nµnν is the (perturbed) three dimensional metric of the t = const. surface.
Apart from the Einstein-Hilbert term in the background part of the action (first line), instead
of four-dimensional Riemann, Ricci tensors and their contractions we find it convenient to deal with
three dimensional quantities belonging to the t = const. surface ((3)Rαβγδ ,
(3)Rµν and Kµν) because
they do not explicitly contain higher time derivatives. In order to relate four-dimensional with
three-dimensional one can make use of the Gauss-Codazzi equation [54,55],
(3)Rαβγδ = h
µ
αh
ν
βh
ρ
γh
σ
δRµνρσ −KαγKβδ +KβγKαδ , (23)
and its contracting forms.
3 Stu¨ckelberg mechanism
We now discuss how to restore gauge invariance and write the same theory in different gauges, with
different choices of the coordinates. According to point (III) of Sec. 2.1 we have to “force” the
broken gauge transformation on the fields written in unitary gauge. Since we have fixed the time
coordinate, we have to impose a time coordinate transformation on our action,
t→ t˜ = t+ π(xµ) ,
xi → x˜i = xi . (24)
Under this coordinate change a time dependent function in the action, (f(t), c(t) etc.), transforms
as
f(t)→ f(t˜) = f(t+ π(x)) = f(t) + f˙(t)π(x) + . . . , (25)
or, in short,
f(t)→ f(t) + f˙π + . . . . (26)
By definition, a scalar does not transform under change of coordinates, e.g.
R(xµ)→ R˜(x˜µ) = R(xµ) . (27)
The same holds true for the volume element d4x
√−g as well as for the entire matter action if it is
covariant and universally coupled to the Jordan metric, as we have assumed5. However, note that
for δR ≡ R−R(0)(t) we have
δR→ δR − R˙(0)π + . . . . (28)
5In general, models written in the Einstein frame or featuring explicit violations of the WEP [56], or of Lorentz
invariance [57] in the dark matter sector represent counterexamples.
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For the contravariant and covariant components of a tensor we have,
Tαβ → (δαµ + δα0 ∂µπ)(δβν + δβ0 ∂νπ)T µν , Tµν → (δαµ − δα0 ∂µπ + . . .)(δβν − δβ0 ∂νπ + . . .)Tαβ . (29)
In dealing with three-dimensional quantities that are characteristic of the t = const. surface,
such as the extrinsic or intrinsic curvatures Kµν and
(3)Rµν , it is worth noting that under a change
of coordinates they do not just transform covariantly. They truly change as geometrical quantities,
because the corresponding surface that they are referring to changes. The spatial components of the
extrinsic curvature orthogonal to the constant time hypersurface are given by
Kij =
1
2
√
−g00(∂0gij − ∂ig0j − ∂jgi0) . (30)
To linear order we can transform each component of the metric in this expression using eq. (29),
obtaining
Kij(x
µ)→ K˜ij(x˜µ) = 1
2
√
−g00(1 + π˙) [(1− π˙)∂0gij − ∂i(g0j + ∂iπ)− ∂j(gi0 + ∂iπ)]
=
1
2
√
−g00(∂0gij − ∂ig0j − ∂jgi0)− ∂i∂jπ
= Kij − ∂i∂jπ ,
(31)
where Kij in the last line is the extrinsic curvature orthogonal to the constant t hypersurface of the
new coordinates. A similar argument can be followed for the intrinsic curvature (3)Rij .
A useful summary of the transformation properties of the quantities appearing in unitary gauge
is
f → f + f˙π + 1
2
f¨π2 , (32)
g00 → g00 + 2g0µπ˙ + gµν∂µπ∂νπ , (33)
δKij → δKij − H˙πhij − ∂i∂jπ , (34)
δK → δK − 3H˙π − 1
a2
∂2π , (35)
(3)Rij → (3)Rij +H(∂i∂jπ + δij∂2π) , (36)
(3)R→ (3)R+ 4
a2
H∂2π . (37)
Coherently with point (V) of Sec. 2.1 we note that a way to not produce any Goldstone field π
from actions (20) and (21) is f = 1, Λ = const., c = 0, S(2) = 0. In other words, the requirement that
time translations are unbroken, in the case of inflation, forces towards the (strict) de Sitter limit. In
the case of dark energy the same requirement produces a simple cosmological constant term.
4 Top-down construction
So far we have kept a strict “bottom-up” perspective that has shown that the proposed action for
cosmological perturbations is the natural consequence of the spontaneous breaking of time transla-
tions of any cosmological background. Now it is worth giving also a different, perhaps more mundane,
perspective by starting from a covariant action for a scalar-tensor theory with fields φ and gµν and
look at the same action from “top-down”.
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4.1 Simple examples
In a general (perturbed) FRW universe, φ(t, ~x) = φ0(t) + δφ(t, ~x). By choosing the coordinate t to
be a function of φ, t = t(φ), we thus simply have δφ = 0. Therefore, the action written in this gauge
only displays metric degrees of freedom. For instance, a canonical kinetic scalar term (∂φ)2 is written
in unitary gauge as
−1
2
(∂φ)2 ≡ −1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ → −c0(t)g00 . (38)
Note however that c0 is only one of the potentially many contributions to the term c(t) in the
actions (20) and (21). For example, the covariant operator (∂φ)2R that represents a higher-derivative
coupling between the metric and the scalar field can be expanded in perturbations as
(∂φ)2R = φ˙20
[
−R+R(0)(t) +R(0)(t)g00 + δg00δR
]
, (39)
with R(0) the background value of the Ricci scalar. The first three terms in brackets contribute to the
EFT terms displayed in (21), while the forth is already explicitly second order in the perturbations.
By generalizing (38), it is immediate to see how action (1) includes also k−inflation and k-essence
models [58,59]. There, the Lagrangian has at most one derivative acting on each field φ, L = P (φ,X),
where X = ∂µφ∂
µφ (note that X is sometimes defined with a −1/2 factor). In unitary gauge this is
of the form P (φ0(t), φ˙
2
0g
00), which can be expanded in powers of φ˙20δg
00. By redefining the field in
such a way that φ0 = t, it is straightforward to see the various contributions to action (1),
Λ(t) = c(t)− P (t,−1) , c(t) = − ∂P
∂X
∣∣∣∣
X=−1
, M4n(t) =
∂nP
∂Xn
∣∣∣∣
X=−1
(n ≥ 2) . (40)
In a way, Brans-Dicke [60] and F (R) theories [61,62] are even easier to include in this formalism
because, at least in their basic versions, they do not need any higher-order operator and are completely
described by the operators explicitly displayed in (21).
An detailed dictionary for writing covariant operators of increasing complexity in unitary gauge
can be found in Sec. 3 of Ref. [32]. In the following subsection we summarize the results by considering
the full Horndenski Lagrangian.
4.2 Horndeski theory
In four dimensions, the most general scalar-tensor theory having field equations of second order in
derivatives is a combination of the generalized Galileon Lagrangians [45,48,63],
L = L2 + L3 + L4 + L5 , (41)
where
L2 = G2 , (42)
L3 = G3φ , (43)
L4 = G4R− 2G4X (φ2 − φ;µνφ;µν) , (44)
L5 = G5Gµνφ
;µν +
1
3
G5X (φ
3 − 3φφ;µνφ;µν + 2φ;µνφ;µσφ;ν;σ) , (45)
and G2, G3, G4 and G5 are functions of φ and X.
It is possible to translate this theory in the EFT language by first rewriting the above Lagrangian
in terms of 3-d geometrical objects induced on uniform φ hypersurfaces. In particular, we can first
define the future directed unitary vector orthogonal to these hypersurfaces. Up to a factor γ, it is
proportional to the gradient of φ,
nµ ≡ −γ φ;µ, γ ≡ 1/
√−X . (46)
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The metric induced on the φ = const. hypersurface is hµν ≡ nµnν + gµν . Finally, we can define the
extrinsic curvature as Kµν ≡ hσµ nν;σ and the 3-Ricci tensor computed from the induced metric hµν as
(3)Rµν . The key ingredient is then to decompose the covariant derivative of nν as nν;µ = Kµν −nµn˙ν ,
where the acceleration vector n˙µ is defined as n˙µ = n
ν nµ;ν . By means of the quantities just defined,
we can finally decompose the second derivative of the scalar field as
φ;µν = −γ−1(Kµν − nµn˙ν − nνn˙µ) + γ
2
2
φ;λX;λnµnν . (47)
Making use of this decomposition and of the Gauss-Codacci relation (23) and its contractions,
after several manipulations it is very lengthy but straightforward to show that the above Lagrangian
can be rewritten, up to boundary terms, as [32]
L = −1
3
(−X)3/2G5X(K3 − 3KKµνKµν + 2KµνKµσKνσ)−
√−XF5
(
Kµν (3)Rµν − 1
2
K(3)R
)
+
(
2XG˜4X − G˜4
)
(K2 −KµνKµν) + G˜4(3)R−
√−X(2G4φ + 2XF3X)K −XF3φ +G2 .
(48)
The auxiliary functions F5 and F3 are defined by
G3 ≡ F3 + 2XF3X , G5X ≡ F5X + F5/(2X) , (49)
and the function G˜4 ≡ G4 +X(G5φ − F5φ)/2 has been introduced to simplify the notation.
In unitary gauge φ(t, ~x) = φ0(t) the functions Gi and Fi on (φ,X) become dependent on
(φ0(t), φ˙
2
0(t)g
00). These functions can be thus expanded in powers of δg00 with time-dependent
coefficients. It is now straightforward to write the Lagrangian above in unitary gauge in the EFT
language by integrating by parts the term linear in K and expanding K and Kµν in the other terms
around their background values. One obtains
S = S0 +
∫
d4x
√−g
{
M42 (t)
2
(δg00)2 − m
3
3(t)
2
δKδg00 −m24(t)
(
δK2 − δKµν δKνµ −
1
2
(3)Rδg00
)
+
m5(t)
3
[
δK3 − 3δKδKµνδKµν + 2δKµνδKµσδKνσ − δg00
(
Kµν (3)Rµν − 1
2
K(3)R
)]
+ . . .
}
,
(50)
where the dots . . . stand for cubic or higher-order terms containing the same four operators explicitly
written in the action times higher powers of δg00; for instance, (δg00)3, δK(δg00)2, etc. The explicit
relations between the six time-dependent coefficients f , Λ, c, M42 , m
3
3, m
2
4 is given in Ref. [32]. Here
we just note that the three coefficients Λ, c and M42 are affected by all the four Galilean Lagrangians
Li; m
3
3 is not affected by L2 while f and m
2
4 are only affected by L4 and L5. Finally, m5 is only
affected by L5. Indeed, in unitary gauge δ(
√−XF5X) =
√−XG5XδX, which can be derived from
eq. (49). Using this relation in eq. (48) and comparing it with the Lagrangian in eq. (50), one finds
m5(t) = −φ˙30(t)G5X
(
φ0(t), φ˙
2
0(t)g
00
)
. (51)
Since L4 and L5 start differing only by the operator proportional to m5 which is cubic, at quadratic
order in the action L4 and L5 carry the same dynamics. The first line—i.e. the action up to second
order—is equivalent to the first two lines of action (1), which form24 = m˜
2
4 contain the set of quadratic
operators that are known not to generate higher derivatives in the linear equations of motion [32,33].
This implies, remarkably, that the dynamics of linear perturbations can be more general than that
of Horndeski while remaining second order.
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5 ADM analysis
Without exiting the unitary gauge, we now perform a complete dynamical analysis of the various
quadratic operators of eq. (1) in the ADM formalism. After solving for the Hamiltonian and momen-
tum constraints, the purpose of this section is to write a quadratic action for the variable ζ, defined
in eq. (61) below. Our analysis shows, among other things, that the operators contained in the first
two lines of (1) do not involve higher (time and space) derivatives for the variable ζ. Similar analysis
in unitary gauge can be found in [6, 32,64,65].
5.1 Universal part of the action
Let us first consider the universal part of action (1),
S0 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2∗
2
f(t)R− Λ(t)− c(t)g00
]
, (52)
that contains the only operators which are also zeroth and first order in the perturbations.
We will use the ADM formalism to study this action. The ADM metric is
ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij
(
dxi +N idt
) (
dxj +N jdt
)
, (53)
where hij is the induced spatial metric on constant time hypersurfaces and N and N
i are respectively
the lapse and the shift. We decompose R in (52) using the contracting form of the Guass-Codazzi
relation (23),
R = (3)R+ (KµνK
µν −K2) + 2∇ν(nν∇µnµ − nµ∇µnν) , (54)
and employ the ADM expression for the extrinsic curvature,
Kij =
1
N
Eij , Eij ≡ 1
2
(h˙ij −∇iNj −∇jNi) , (55)
where the covariant derivative ∇i are taken with respect to the 3-d spatial metric hij (note that
K0µ = 0), and for the upper time-time component of the metric, g00 = −N−2. Integrating by parts
the last term on the RHS of (54), the action becomes
S0 =
∫
d4x
√
h
{
M2∗ f
2
[
N (3)R+N−1(EijE
ij − E2)− 2(f˙ /f)N−1E
]
−NΛ+N−1c
}
. (56)
The background equations can be obtained by varying the homogenous action with respect to N and
a (using
√
h = a3). This yields
3M2∗ (H
2f +Hf˙) = Λ + c , (57)
M2∗ (2fH˙ −Hf˙ + f¨) = −2c . (58)
By varying action (56) with respect to N i and N we find the momentum and Hamiltonian
constraint, respectively
0 = P0i ≡ ∇k
[−M2∗ fN−1(Eki − Eδki ) +M2∗ f˙N−1δki ] , (59)
0 = H0 ≡M2∗ f
[
(3)R−N−2(EijEij − E2) + 2(f˙ /f)N−2E
]− 2Λ− 2N−2c . (60)
We only need the linear solution of these equations—second order terms in N or N i will multiply
the constraints and will thus vanish [64]. We expand N ≡ 1 + δN and decompose the shift into a
scalar and a transverse part, N i ≡ ∂iψ+N iT , with ∂iN iT = 0. Since here we are only concerned with
scalar perturbations we pose (see [32] for a derivation of the quadratic action of tensor modes)
hij = a
2(t)e2ζ δij . (61)
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The following expressions, which are exact in unitary gauge, will be also useful,
(3)Rij = −∂i∂jζ + ∂iζ∂jζ − δij
[
∂2ζ + (∂ζ)2
]
, (62)
Eij =
(
H + ζ˙ − ∂ζ∂ψ)δij − ∂i∂jψ − 12(∇iN jT +∇iNTj ) . (63)
Solving the momentum constraint at first order gives
δN =
ζ˙
A0
, A0 ≡ H + f˙
2f
, (64)
N iT = 0 , (65)
Using this equation and the background equation (57), the Hamiltonian constraint yields
∂2ψ =
1
A0
[(
3
4
f˙2
f2
+
c
f2M2∗
)
ζ˙
A0
− ∂
2ζ
a2
]
. (66)
One can expand the action (56) up to second order and replace δN using eq. (64). We do not
need to use the solution of the Hamiltonian constraint, eq. (66). Indeed, the shift N i only appears
either as a linear term proportional to ∇iN i or in the combination ∇iNj∇jN i − (∇iN i)2. Because
of eq. (65), both these terms can be integrated out of the action. Thus, we find
S0 =
∫
d4xa3e3ζ
{(
1 +
ζ˙
A0
) [−M2∗ f(2∂2ζ + (∂ζ)2)a−2e−2ζ − Λ]
+
1(
1 + ζ˙A0
)[− 3M2∗ f(H + ζ˙)2 − 3M2∗ f˙(H + ζ˙) + c]
}
,
(67)
where we have used
√
h = a3e3ζ . Collecting all the terms in powers of ζ˙/A0, one can use the back-
ground equation (57) to simplify terms proportional to (ζ˙/A0)
2 and to show that those proportional
to ζ˙/A0 vanish. Terms proportional to (ζ˙/A0)
0 also vanish, as one can check using the background
equations (57) and (58) and an integration by parts. Thus, using again the background equations
and the definition of A0 the final action reads
S0 =
∫
d4xa3
[
α0ζ˙
2 − β0 1
a2
(∂ζ)2
]
, α0 ≡ β0 ≡ 1
A20
(
c+
3
4
f˙
f
2
)
. (68)
As expected, this corresponds to a propagating d.o.f. with unity sound speed, c2s ≡ β0/α0 = 1.
5.2 Quadratic operators
We can now add all quadratic operators that are known not to generate higher derivatives [32] in the
linear equations of motion,
S = S0+
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M42
2
(δg00)2 − m
3
3
2
δKδg00 −m24
(
δK2 − δKµν δKνµ
)
+
m˜24
2
(3)Rδg00
]
. (69)
Another operator that does not generate higher derivatives in the equations of motion is
(3)RµνδK
µν − 1
2
(3)RδK . (70)
However, we did not explicitly include it in eq. (69) because at quadratic order it can be re-expressed
as the operator m˜24 using the relation
λ(t)
(
(3)RµνδK
µν − 1
2
(3)R δK
)
=
λ˙(t)
4
(3)Rδg00 , (71)
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which is valid up to boundary terms (see App. A of Ref. [32]).
Using δKij = −δNHhij + δEij and δg00 = 2δN , variation of the full action with respect to N i
and N yields the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints,
0 = P0i +∇k
[
2m24(δE
k
i − δEδki ) + (m33 − 4Hm24)δNδki
]
, (72)
0 = H0 + 2
(
2M42 + 9Hm
3
3 − 6m24H2
)
δN − (m33 + 4Hm24)δE + m˜24 (3)R , (73)
with P0i and H0 defined in eqs. (59) and (60). Their solutions are
δN =
ζ˙
A
, A ≡ H + M
2
∗ f˙ −m33
2
(
fM2∗ + 2m
2
4
) , (74)
∂2ψ =
1
A
[(
3
2
(A−H)2 + c+ 4M
4
2
f2M2∗ + 2m
2
4
)
ζ˙
A
−
(
M2∗ f + 2m˜
2
4
M2∗ f + 2m
2
4
)
∂2ζ
a2
]
, (75)
and eq. (65).
Action (69) can be expanded up to second order and one can replace δN using eq. (74). As in
the previous subsection, we do not need to use the solution of the Hamiltonian constraint as the shift
N i only contributes to boundary terms. As before, by using the background equations one can check
that mass terms cancel, as expected; moreover, terms of the type ζ˙∂2ζ can also be reduced to the
form (∂ζ)2 after integrations by parts. We finally obtain
S =
∫
d4xa3
[
αζ˙2 − β 1
a2
(∂ζ)2
]
, (76)
with
α ≡ 1
A2
[
c+ 2M42 +
3
4
(M2∗ f˙ −m33)2
M2∗ f + 2m
2
4
]
, (77)
β ≡ −M2∗ f +
1
2a
d
dt
[
2(M2∗ f + 2m˜
2
4)a
A
]
. (78)
Stability (absence of ghosts) is ensured by the positivity of α, eq. (77), i.e. the coefficient in front of
the time kinetic term. The speed of sound squared is given by c2s = β/α and its expression simplifies
by use of the background equation of motion (58) when m24 = 0 = m˜
2
4, in which case [30]
c2s =
c+ 34M
2
∗ f˙
2/f − 12m33f˙/f − 14m63/(M2∗ f) + 12
(
m˙33 +Hm
3
3
)
c+ 2M42 +
3
4M
2
∗ f˙
2/f − 32m33f˙/f + 34m63/(M2∗ f)
. (79)
5.3 Higher spatial derivatives
As mentioned earlier, the quadratic operators appearing in action (69) do not yield higher derivatives
in the linear dispersion relation. In particular, it is straightforward to verify using eqs. (55) and
(63) that δK2 contains a higher spatial derivative term, (∂2ψ)2, while δKµνδK νµ contains (∂i∂jψ)
2.
However, taken in the combination as in eq. (69), these higher-derivative terms combine and give an
irrelevant boundary term.
Independent operators that generate higher spatial—but not time—derivatives in the linear equa-
tions of motion are
Sh.s.d. =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
− m¯24(t) δK2 +
m¯5(t)
2
(3)RδK +
λ¯(t)
2
(3)R2
]
. (80)
We have already mentioned δK2. The operator (3)RδK contains ∂2ψ∂2ζ and, finally, (3)R2 =
16(∂2ζ)2/a4 so that they are both higher-derivative terms. Note that (3)Rµν
(3)Rµν = [5(∂2ζ)2 +
17
(∂i∂jζ)
2]/a4. Thus, to quadratic order it can be rewritten as (3)R2 up to a total derivative. Finally,
one could take quadratic combinations of the 3-d Riemann tensor such as (3)Rµνρσ
(3)Rµνρσ. However,
in three dimensions the Riemann tensor can be expressed in terms of the Ricci scalar and tensor.6
Thus, at quadratic order in the perturbations, actions (69) and (80) seem to exhaust all the possible
independent operators.
When one of these operators is present in the action the dispersion relation of the propagating
mode receives corrections ∝ k4 at large momenta, so that the dispertion relation becomes ω2 =
c2sk
2 + k4/M2, where M is a mass scale. These corrections may become important in the limit of
vanishing sound speed, such as in the model of the Ghost Condensate [5] or for deformations of this
particular limit [6, 29].
6 Inflation and non-Gaussianities
The EFT for cosmological perturbations turns out to be enlightening and useful for inflation, espe-
cially for the computation of primordial non-Gaussianity, i.e. the 3- or 4-point correlation functions
of the curvature perturbation ζ. Without the pretence of being exhaustive, here we discuss few of
the main ingredients intervening in the application of this approach to inflation.
As discussed in Sec. 2, in the absence of matter fields one can always get rid of the time-dependent
function f(t) in front of R on the first line of eq. (1) by an appropriate field redefinition gµν → f(t)gµν
[8]. This corresponds to going to the so-called Einstein frame. In this frame, the general quadratic
and higher-order action is still given by the second line and below of eq. (1), but the coefficients in
front of the operators get redefined by this transformation. The explicit redefinition is given in detail
in Ref. [30]. Moreover, by combining eqs. (2) and (3) with eqs. (4) and (5) for f = const. and setting
M2Pl ≡M2∗ f , one obtains [6, 8]
c(t) = −M2PlH˙ , Λ(t) =M2Pl(3H2 + H˙) . (82)
Thus, the inflationary background univocally fixes the functions c(t) and Λ(t).
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, we can associate a Goldstone boson π to spontaneously broken time
translations during inflation. Describing inflationary fluctuations in terms of this field greatly helps
obtaining the leading order results for the 2-point and higher-order correlation functions. Indeed,
in the limit of high energy the Goldstone boson decouples from gravity. This is analogous to what
happens in the gauge theory with non-Abelian gauge group Aµ discussed in Sec. 2.1. In this case
one can see from eq. (11) that in the limit m → 0 and g → 0 keeping m/g constant, the Goldstone
bosons decouple from the gauge fields Aµ. In other words, at high energies E ≫ m it is convenient
to use π to describe the scattering of massive vector fields, as implied by the equivalence theorem
for the longitudinal components of a massive gauge boson [66]. In writing (10) as (11) we have
neglected cubic and higher-order terms in πc suppressed by m
2/g2, suggesting that the Goldstone
boson self-interactions become strongly coupled at energies E ≫ 4πm/g. The decoupling limit is
thus well-defined in the regime m≪ E ≪ 4πm/g.
Let us go back to inflation and introduce the field π via the Stu¨ckelberg trick. We consider the
action (1) but we first neglect operators containing the extrinsic curvature and the 3-Ricci scalar.
6This can be done using the relation
(3)
Rµνρσ =
(3)
Rµρhνσ −
(3)
Rνρhµσ −
(3)
Rµσgνρ +
(3)
Rνσhµρ −
1
2
(3)
R(hµρhνσ − hµσhνρ) . (81)
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Using eq. (37) for this action one obtains [8]
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2Pl
2
R−M2Pl
(
3H2(t+ π) + H˙(t+ π)
)
+
+M2PlH˙(t+ π)
(
(1 + π˙)2g00 + 2(1 + π˙)∂iπg
0i + gij∂iπ∂jπ
)
+
M42 (t+ π)
2
(
(1 + π˙)2g00 + 2(1 + π˙)∂iπg
0i + gij∂iπ∂jπ + 1
)2
+
M43 (t+ π)
3!
(
(1 + π˙)2g00 + 2(1 + π˙)∂iπg
0i + gij∂iπ∂jπ + 1
)3
+ ...
]
.
The first two lines of this action can describe a canonical scalar field rolling along its potential,
i.e. slow-roll inflation. The leading mixing with gravity comes from the operator
M2PlH˙π˙δg
00 ∼ H˙1/2π˙cδg00c , (83)
where for the second approximate equality we have defined the canonically normalized fields πc ≡
MPlH˙
1/2π and δg00c ≡ MPlδg00. In analogy with the gauge theory case discussed above, the de-
coupling limit thus corresponds to the limit where the coupling constant and the mass go to zero,
respectively g =M−1Pl → 0 and m = H˙1/2 → 0, while keeping m/g =MPlH˙1/2 constant.
IfM42 ,M
4
3 , etc. do not vanish, the action above can describe a derivative expansion of the inflaton
field or, more generally, a Lagrangian which depends both on φ and on X, such as k-inflation [58].
Such a non slow-roll dynamics takes place when M42 ≫M2PlH˙, in which case the mixing with gravity
is dominated by the operator,
M42 π˙δg
00 ∼ (M22 /MPl)π˙cδg00c , (84)
where this time we have defined πc ≡M22π. The analogy with the gauge theory and the decoupling
energy is again straightforward once we identify g = M−1Pl and m = M
2
2 /MPl. We conclude that
at high energy, E ≫ m, neglecting the mixing with gravity and mass terms of π, the action of the
Goldstone boson simplifies, in the notation of [67], to
Sπ =
∫
d4x
√−g (−M
2
PlH˙)
c2s
[
π˙2 − c2s
(∂iπ)
2
a2
− (1− c2s)π˙
(∂iπ)
2
a2
+ (1− c2s)
(
1 +
2
3
c˜3
c2s
)
π˙3
]
, (85)
where we define the sound speed of fluctuations c2s and the parameter c˜3 by
c−2s ≡ 1−
2M42
M2PlH˙
, c˜3 ≡ −M
4
3
M42
c2s , (86)
and we have neglected quartic and higher terms.
Normalizing the Goldstone boson to the standard Bunch-Davies vacuum on small scales [68,69],
the negative frequency solution of the wave equation for π is, up to slow-roll corrections,
π~k(η) =
cs
aMPl|H˙|1/2
e−icskη√
2c3sk
3
(1 + icskη) , (87)
where η is the conformal time, η ≡ ∫ dt/a(t). Using ζ = −Hπ, on super horizon scales, i.e. for
−cskη ≪ 1, the power spectrum of the curvature perturbation reads7
〈ζ~k(η)ζ~k′(η)〉 = (2π)3δ(~k + ~k′)
1
2k3
H4
M2Pl|H˙|cs
∣∣∣∣∣
−cskη=1
. (88)
7The role of symmetry breaking scale here is played by the combination (M2PlH˙cs)
1/4, so that the amplitude of the
2-point function of ζ is set by the ratio between the size of the quantum fluctuations to the symmetry breaking energy
to the fourth power. For an exhaustive discussion of all the scales that are relevant during inflation we refer the reader
to [17].
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The 3-point function can be computed using the standard machinery of primordial non-Gaussianity
(see for instance [64,70]). Its amplitude, which is typically given in terms of the nonlinear parameter
fNL, can be simply estimated by comparing the cubic to the quadratic part of the Lagrangian [8,71].
For instance, for the first cubic term in eq. (85) one has
Lπ˙(∂iπ)2
L2 ∼ −
(1− c2s)π˙(∂iπ)2
π˙2
∼ −1− c
2
s
c2s
ζ , (89)
where ζ denotes the amplitude of the curvature power spectrum, ζ ∼ H2/(2M2Pl|H˙|cs)1/2, while for
the second term one finds Lπ˙3/L2 = −Lπ˙(∂iπ)2/L2(c2s + 2c˜3/3). Thus, as fNL ∼ L3L2 ζ−1 one has large
non-Gaussianity in the limit of small sound speed.
The amplitude of non-Gaussianity is related to the energy scale at which the theory becomes
strongly coupled. This is given by Λ4π˙(∂iπ)2 = 16π
2M2Pl|H˙|c5s(1−c2s)−2 and Λ4π˙3 = Λ4π˙(∂iπ)2(c2s+2c˜3/3)2
[16, 17,67],8 so that
fNL ∼ 8π
(
H
Λ3
)2
ζ−1 . (91)
Large non-Gaussianity thus means that the energy scale of inflation, H, is getting close to the strong-
coupling scale of the theory [71]. Indeed, constraints on the two parameters space (c2s, c˜3) have been
put by the Planck satellite mission [72]. A well-studied example where this limit is protected by
radiative corrections is the UV complete DBI inflation [73,74], where c˜3 = 3(1− c2s)/2.9
7 Dark energy and modified gravity
As opposed to inflation, the present acceleration of the universe [76, 77] does not need an “ending”
mechanism and, as far as we know, could as well last forever. This makes the case for a scalar
degree of freedom more circumstantial. However, every concrete alternative to the cosmological
constant involves, in a way or another, a new scalar degree of freedom. Even the strongest prejudice
towards a simple—though ridiculously fine-tuned—vacuum energy should not prevent an efficient
parameterization of general models of dark energy, if nothing else because we need to “quantify”
its observational evidence among all possible alternatives. Various interesting parameterization of
the dark energy behavior that are not directly related to the present formalism can be found, for
instance, in Refs. [78–87].
One of the main advantages of the EFT approach [30–33] is that of offering a clear separation
between the background quantities (essentially, the scale factor a(t) as a function of the time) and
the effects that dark energy can induce at the level of the perturbations. In this formalism these two
aspects, that typically correspond to very different observables and experiments, are naturally sepa-
rated because they are related to different operators. In particular, the background evolution depends
only on the three functions of the time f(t), c(t) and Λ(t) through equations (2)-(5). However, as
opposed to inflation where H and H˙ completely determine the two parameters c and Λ, here we have
8To estimate the strong coupling scale we can rewrite action (85) in terms of pic ≡MPl|H˙|
1/2c−1s pi as
Spi =
∫
d
3
xdt
[
p˙i
2
c − c
2
s(∂ipic)
2 −
1
M2
p˙i(∂ipi)
2
p˙ic(∂ipic)
2 +
1
M2
p˙i3
p˙i
3
c
]
, (90)
where for simplicity we have neglected the expansion of the universe and defined M2p˙i(∂ipi)2 ≡ MPl|H˙|
1/2c−1s (1 − c
2
s)
−1
and M2p˙i3 ≡M
2
p˙i(∂ipi)
2(1 +
2
3
c˜3
c2
s
)−1. Given the dispersion relation, ω = csk, one can check that pic scales as ∝ c
−3/2
s ω, so
that cubic terms become as important as the quadratic ones respectively when ω4 ∼ c7sM
2
p˙i(∂ipi)
4 and ω
4 ∼ c7sM
2
p˙i3 . The
extra factor (4pi)2 can be found by more formally defining the strong coupling scale as the breakdown of perturbative
unitarity of the scattering of pi. See for instance Appendix E of [17].
9It has been shown that this relation also more simply follows from the ISO(4, 1) symmetry in the EFT of inflation
[75]
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to deal with one more degree of freedom, represented by the function f(t). A non-constant function
f , together with the coefficients of certain quadratic operators, can be responsible for departures
from General Relativity, as we show in the following.
As shown by the ADM analysis in Sec. 5, theoretical constraints—the number of physical degrees
of freedom and their classical and quantum stability—and the linear dispersion relation of pertur-
bations are directly dictated by the three operators above and the quadratic ones. For instance, for
certain combinations of mass coefficients, α and β in eqs. (77) and (78) are such that β ≪ α, in which
case the sound speed of dark energy becomes very small. The most well-known example is the case
c≪M42 for k-essence or the ghost condensate theory [5] and small deviations from its limit [29]. In-
terestingly, as long as the scalar field description remains valid, the EFT of perturbations for c2s → 0
applies also in the non-linear regime, i.e. when the dark energy density becomes non-linear, in which
case it can lead to very distinguishable signatures [88–92].
As another simple application, it is worth mentioning the case of a violation of the null energy
condition or, in other words, of an effective equation of state for dark energy w < −1. A minimally
coupled scalar field with canonic kinetic term cannot reproduce such a situation, if not by brutally
appearing in the Lagrangian with the “wrong” sign for kinetic term and thus immediately leading
to ghost excitations. It was soon realized that a sensible theory is possible in the presence of a
non-minimal coupling to gravity of the Brans-Dicke type [93]. Other couplings were also considered,
for instance in [6, 29]. Within the present formalism this question basically reduces to an algebraic
problem. One has to require an effective super-acceleration at the level of the background equa-
tions (2), (4) and (5) (for instance: f˙ = 0, c < 0) and then require the time kinetic Lagrangian
for the fluctuations to have the good sign by the addiction of appropriate quadratic operators. In
practice, the coefficient α of eq. (77) must be positive.
7.1 Mixing with gravity
No obvious distinction between modifying gravity and simple quintessence can be made at the level
of the “unifying” action (1). Having decided to write everything in unitary gauge, action (1) is just
the most general option: a generic functional of the metric in the presence of broken time translations
and compatible with the residual unbroken three-dimensional space-diffeomorphisms. Whether or
not the operators in the action (1) display departures from General Relativity is ultimately encoded
in the behaviour of the probes—the matter fields—under the influence of the metric gµν . A more
direct way of studying departures from General Relativity is that of making explicit the scalar degree
of freedom of the theory as we did in the last section for inflation, and see what type of coupling it
has with the metric field. If this coupling is at the level of the kinetic terms, this is a smoking gun
for genuine modifications of gravity.
As we did for inflation in the last section, in order to make the scalar degree of freedom explicit
we apply the Stu¨ckelberg trick, i.e. we force a diffeomorphism t→ t+ π(x) upon the unitary gauge
action (1), as outlined in Sec. 3. The simplest way to generate a dynamical π field is to consider a
non-vanishing coefficient c(t). In this case the Stu¨ckelberg trick generates π with a relativistic kinetic
Lagrangian π˙2 − (~∇π)2. A more involved example is constituted by the operator M42 . In order to
fix the ideas, once we have moved out of unitary gauge through Stu¨ckelberg, let us consider scalar
linear perturbations in Newtonian gauge, which is frequently used for late time cosmology,
ds2 = −(1 + 2Φ)dt2 + a2(t)(1− 2Ψ)δijdxidxj . (92)
By making use of eq. (33) and of the expression for g00, one finds δg00 → 2(Φ − π˙) + 4Φπ˙ − π˙2 +
a−2(~∇π)2. Thus, the Lagrangian of π reads
−c δg00 + M
4
2
2
(δg00)2 = (c+ 2M42 )π˙
2 − c(~∇π)2 − 4(c+M42 )π˙Φ+ . . . . (93)
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We see that M42 does not mix π with gravity at the highest energies. The first coupling appears at
the level of terms that are quadratic in the fields but with only one derivative in total. Therefore, at
high energy the last term can be neglected, π decouples from gravity and propagates with a speed
of sound c2s = c/(c + 2M
4
2 ). As previously discussed for inflation, this is the so-called decoupling
limit [8], which takes place at an energy higher than Emix ∼ (c+M42 )/[(c + 2M42 )1/2M∗].
For other operators, decoupling is not necessarily at work and π and gravity may be mixed already
at the kinetic level. This can be verified by inspection, considering the explicit (linear) expressions
of the curvatures in Newtonian gauge,
Kij = e
−Φ(H − Ψ˙)hij ,
(3)Rij = ∂i∂jΨ+ δij∂
2Ψ .
(94)
So, for instance, the operator m33 after the Stu¨ckelberg trick (33)-(34) gives
−m
3
3
2
δKδg00 → −m33
(
3Ψ˙π˙ + a−2~∇π~∇Φ+ a−2π˙∇2π + . . . ) , (95)
where the ellipsis stand for terms of lower order in derivatives. The presence of kinetic mixing between
π and the gravitational perturbation changes the structure of the theory already at the level of the
propagator. The specific type of modification of gravity that the operator m33 is responsible for has
been named “kinetic gravity braiding” [94], although it was previously studied in [6, 8, 29].
A more standard kinetic mixing is the one provided by a non-constant f(t),
f(t)R → 2f
[
−3Ψ˙2 − 2~∇Φ~∇Ψ+ (~∇Ψ)2 + 3(f˙ /f)Ψ˙π˙ − (f˙/f)π(∇2Φ− 2∇2Ψ)
]
. (96)
This is nothing else than a modification of gravity of the Brans-Dicke type [60].
7.2 Observables in the perturbation sector
The above are just two examples of the universality and generality of the EFT approach. Just in
terms of few operators one has all the relevant effects that have been studied at length by specific
explicit models. All versions and types of modifications of gravity are distilled in a finite number of
terms. One can then wonder what are, more in detail, the cosmological consequences of the various
operators. By briefly reviewing the more general results of [32] (see, e.g. also [31, 87, 95]), here we
limit ourselves to the operators of the second line of (1): those that do not give higher derivatives in
the equations of motion.
An ambitious target of the future galaxy surveys such as EUCLID [1, 2] and BigBoss [3] is that
of constraining the linear growth factor that determines the growth rate of the large scale structures.
On these scales, for models with cs ∼ O(1) we can take the quasi-static approximation, i.e. neglect
anisotropic stresses and the time derivatives in the equations of motion. In this case the evolution of
perturbations is described by
Mab Vb = δa3 ρ¯m∆m , (97)
where V a = (Φ,Ψ, π), ρ¯m and ∆m are respectively the unperturbed density and the density contrast
in comoving gauge of non-relativistic matter andM is a matrix given in terms of the time-dependent
coefficients in front of the quadratic operators (see [32] for details). The effects of modification
of gravity on the linear growth factor are encoded in a Poisson equation with a modified Newton
constant,
−k
2
a2
Φ ≡ 4πGeff (t, k)ρ¯m∆m , (98)
where, using eq. (97), Geff (t, k) can be written once and for all in terms of the quadratic operators,
4πGeff = −[M−1]13. If no higher-derivative terms are considered, it has the following structure,
Geff(t, k) = G
(0)
eff (t) + G
(−2)
eff (t)
(
k
a
)−2
+ . . . , (99)
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for k ≫ a
√
G
(0)
eff /G
(−2)
eff . Already the renormalization of the Newton constant at high momenta—
i.e. G
(0)
eff (t)—signals the we are in the presence of a modification of gravity. Another quantity often
used to parameterize deviations from General Relativity is the ratio between the gravitational poten-
tials γ ≡ Ψ/Φ which, using again eq. (97), is given by γ = [com(M)]32/[com(M)]31, where com(M)
denotes the comatrix of M. Schematically, at the lowest order in derivatives we have
γ = γ(0) + γ(−2)
(
k
a
)−2
+ . . . , (100)
for k ≫ a
√
γ(0)/γ(−2). The actual coefficients in terms of the various operators are rather compli-
cated and it is not worth reproducing them here. They can be found in [32] where indeed also the
contribution of higher-derivative terms were considered.
8 Concluding remarks
Inflation and dark energy are two of the most challenging aspects of the current picture of the
Universe. They are the main target of future high-precision cosmological observations and the subject
of a frenetic theoretical activity. In this paper we have reviewed a powerful formalism for cosmological
perturbations in the presence of a scalar degree of freedom and outlined its applications for the study
of both such epochs of accelerating expansion. Here is a summary of its main features.
• The EFT of cosmological perturbations displays a universal action (1) already expanded in
number of perturbations and with no field-redefinition ambiguities.
• The action is built in unitary gauge (Sec. 2), in which the scalar degree of freedom is “eaten”
by the metric and the expansion in number of perturbations around a FRW background is
particularly natural.
• Use of the Stu¨ckelberg trick (Sec. 3) allows to re-write the action and the equations of motion
in any other desired set of coordinates. However, a complete dynamical analysis can be done
directly in unitary gauge (Sec. 5) by using the ADM formalism.
• Only three (two, in the case of inflation) time-dependent coefficients determine the background
evolution, all other operators have only effects on the dynamics of the perturbations.
• The theoretical features of specific models—such as the various kinds of modification of gravity
or the non-Gaussian features in the power spectrum—can be traced back to certain specific
operators that are quadratic and higher order in the perturbations. In Sec. 4 we show how to
translate a given scalar field model into the EFT language.
• The entire Horndeski theory (42)-(45), containing four arbitrary functions of the scalar φ and
its kinetic term ∂φ2, is described at linear order in this formalism by only six arbitrary functions
of the time.
Despite all these promising features and applications of the EFT formalism, a number of issues
remain currently open, especially for what concerns applications to dark energy. For instance, it is
still unclear how to efficiently incorporate in this approach screening mechanisms [96,97] which can
be at work on small scales to evade solar system constraints. Moreover, apart from very simple cases
discussed here, the specific observational effects of the various mass scales in front of the operators
is still lacking. We expect these issues to be the object of future studies.
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